ABSTRACT An analysis of high-resolution Dopplergrams and continuum images of NOAA AR 8350 is presented. The observations were recorded with the universal birefringent filter attached to the Dunn Solar Telescope at the National Solar Observatory, Sunspot, New Mexico. We find upward velocity of the order of 400 m s within Ϫ1 umbral dots, surrounded by downward velocity of the order of 300 m s . This observation is compatible with Ϫ1 the simulations of three-dimensional radiative magnetoconvection with gray radiative transfer in sunspot umbra by Schüssler & Vögler, which support the idea that umbral dots appear as a result of magnetoconvection.
INTRODUCTION
Sunspots show complex structuring at different spatial scales in both the umbra and the penumbra. Knowledge of the physical processes responsible for this structuring can provide important diagnostics for the energy transport below the sunspot. Typically, convective flows are suppressed by the strong magnetic field, and hence the umbra appears dark. In a larger umbra, the emitted energy is reduced by strong magnetic field to 10%-20% of the average value outside the sunspot (Biermann 1941; Cowling 1953) . Radiative transport alone does not seem to be sufficient to account for the observed umbral brightness, assuming no convective transport. Hence, convective energy transport is required (Deinzer 1965) . The subarcsecond brighter features in the dark umbral background called umbral dots (UDs) have been proposed as a manifestation of convective energy transport. However, UDs are interpreted differently in the "monolithic" versus "cluster" model of sunspots. In the monolithic flux-tube model (see Weiss 2002 and references there in) UDs are interpreted as the top of convective cells present in a homogenous vertical magnetic field. The nature of convection critically depends on the ratio of magnetic to thermal diffusivity z. Oscillatory convection occurs in the upper layers of a sunspot when z has values smaller than unity, while steady convection appears only in the deeper umbral photosphere. According to the cluster model (Parker 1979) , UDs are interpreted as intrusion of convective field-free gas that separates the individual flux tubes. These flux tubes are closed at the top of the intrusion before reaching the photosphere. Local temperature and density increase as hot plasma accumulates inside the field-free region. The plasma bursts through a "magnetic valve" (Choudhuri 1986) when the field-free region rises vertically until the photospheric height at which pressure suddenly becomes negligible and produces a gap between the magnetic flux tubes at the top of the column of the field-free region.
Magnetoconvection in a monolithic sunspot should result in a velocity pattern in and around the UD that mimics overturning convection. Intrusion of field-free plasma through a cluster of magnetic flux tubes should essentially have only upflows associated with the UDs. Upward motions in UDs with velocities less then 1 km s were reported by Beckers & Schröter (1969) . respect to the nearby umbra. However, to our knowledge, no direct evidence for downflow around UDs has been reported. In this Letter we report on downflows around UDs that can be construed as evidence for magnetoconvection.
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An upflow of 3 km s was reported by Kneer (1973). Rimmele
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observations of NOAA AR 8350 were recorded with the universal birefringent filter (UBF) attached to the Dunn Solar Telescope (DST) at NSO, Sacramento Peak, on 1998 October 8. The active region that was close to disk center was observed with the UBF in 5571.9 continuum followed by left and right circular A polarization measurements for the 6302.5 line at Ϫ80 mÅ A away from line center. Then a two-dimensional spectral scan of 5576, 6302, and 6563 lines at line center and at different po-A sitions in the red and blue wings were obtained. UBF filter width was set at 250 m for these observations. For the present analysis A we used 5571 continuum and m time series withÅ 5576 ‫ע‬ 150 A 2.5 minute cadence. The time difference between the red and blue wing images was 5 s. Detailed description about observations and data reduction are reported in Bharti et al. (2007) . P-mode oscillations were removed from each time series by filtering out horizontal speeds above 4 km s in k-q space. A simple Wiener filter Ϫ1 was applied to correct for the point-spread function of the telescope. All images of the time series were normalized with respect to the mean intensity of the quiet photosphere to compensate for variation of transparency. Before making Dopplergrams, the blue wing images were destretched into the red wing images to remove geometrical distortions between red and blue wing images caused by seeing. Seeing conditions were variable during our observation; hence, Dopplergrams were chosen very carefully such that the
